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Abstra t. The IEEE 1394 Root Contention Proto ol is an industrial leader ele tion algorithm for two
pro esses in whi h probability, real{time and parameters play an important role. This proto ol has been
analysed in various ase studies, using a variety of veri ation and analysis methods. In this paper, we
survey and ompare several of these ase studies.
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1. Introdu tion

The IEEE 1394 Root Contention Proto ol (RCP) has be ome a rather popular ase study for investigating
the feasibility of formal spe i ation and veri ation te hniques. The proto ol is small and easy to understand
and yet the problems en ountered when verifying this proto ol are in many aspe ts illustrative for the formal
veri ation of many other appli ations. Moreover, as a part of the IEEE 1394 serial bus proto ol ("FireWire,"
"iLink"), RCP is asso iated with an appealing state{of{the{art multimedia appli ation.
RCP is a subproto ol of the Tree Identify Phase of the IEEE 1394 standard and its purpose is to ele t a
leader among two pro esses. Its orre tness riti ally depends on the use of randomisation and timing delays.
This paper ompares several approa hes to the veri ation of IEEE 1394 RCP and reports on the experien es and lessons to be learned when applying formal methods to industrial systems. Notably, we survey
the papers [Sha99, SV99a, BLdRT00, BST00, CS01, D'A99, KNS02, DKN02, FS01, Sto99, SV99b, SS01,
HRSV02℄. These ase studies an be divided into three lasses: papers that study the fun tional behaviour
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of the proto ol (in luding timing and probabilisti behaviour) [Sha99, SV99a, Sto99, SV99b, SS01℄, ase
studies that employ parametri model he king to dis over the parameter onstraints needed for proto ol
orre tness [BLdRT00, BST00, CS01, HRSV02℄, and studies that fo us on the performan e analysis of RCP
[D'A99, KNS02, DKN02, FS01℄. The results of these ase studies are summarised in Table 1 on page 8.
This paper is organised as follows. We rst dis uss several aspe ts that are
important in the modeling and analysis of the proto ol in Se tion 2. Then Se tions 3, 4 and 5 survey the
ase studies that respe tively onsider the fun tional behaviour of RCP, the parametri aspe ts of RCP and
the performan e of RCP. Within ea h subse tion, the works are dis ussed in hronologi al order. Finally,
Se tion 6 presents some on luding remarks. We refer the reader to Table 1 on page 8 for an overview of
results.

Organisation of the paper

2. Aspe ts in the Modeling and Analysis of RCP

For a des ription of RCP, the reader is referred to the introdu tory hapter [MRS02℄ of this spe ial issue or
to any of the other papers dis ussed below. In this se tion, we des ribe various features that play a role in
its modeling and analysis.
Due to the use of random bits, the proto ol is probabilisti in nature. Real{time is needed to model and
analyse the root ontend wait times and ommuni ation delays in the ables. Furthermore, nondeterminism
is essential to model the fa t that the timing delays (i.e. the root ontend wait times and the ommuni ation delay) do not have not xed values, but lie within intervals. Moreover, within more abstra t proto ol
des riptions, nondeterminism models the phenomenon that, if two nodes pi k the same random bits, then
either one of them is ele ted as leader or root ontention reo urs. Finally, parametri models abstra t from
the on rete values in the proto ol. Parameters of RCP are the minimal and maximal values of RC FAST
and RC SLOW, the maximal ommuni ation delay in the ables and the probability p that the oin ip
yields heads (i.e. random bit zero is drawn, in whi h ase fast timing is sele ted). Note that the (maximal)
ommuni ation delay is determined by two other parameters, namely the maximal able length and the
(maximal) signal propagation delay per meter. In the sequel, we deal with the delay parameter, not with the
able length and delay per meter.
Several properties are of interest for the proto ol's orre tness. Safety properties are properties stating
that \nothing bad ever happens" during exe ution of the proto ol. A ru ial safety property for RCP is
that at most one leader is ele ted. Liveness properties state that \eventually, something good happens."
An important liveness property is that eventually at least one leader is ele ted (with probability one).
Furthermore, performan e properties on ern the quantitative behaviour of the proto ol, for instan e the
probability that a leader is ele ted within a ertain amount of time or the average number of rounds needed
to ele t a leader. All of these properties an either be ta kled parametri ally or nonparametri ally.
Obviously, it is impossible to onsider all those features and properties at the same time. Therefore, ea h
of the ase studies des ribed below fo uses on one or more aspe ts, while abstra ting from others.
Throughout this paper, we use the following notation. Let PN denote the parent notify signal
(parent request), CN the hild notify signal (a knowledgement) and IDLE the idle signal. Furthermore,
delay denotes the maximal ommuni ation delay in the hannel, r fast min denotes the minimal value of
RC FAST and r fast max its maximal value. Similarly, r slow min and r slow max respe tively denote
the minimum and maximum of RC SLOW. The a tual values of these onstants an be found in [MRS02℄.
Notation

3. Fun tional and Timing Behaviour of RCP

3.1. Veri ation of RCP using stepwise re nement
The papers [Sto99, SV99b, SS01℄ verify RCP using automata theory. That is, they des ribe both the proto ol
and its spe i ation as automata, respe tively Impl and Spe . Corre tness of Impl with respe t to Spe is
then expressed by Impl v Spe , where v is a suitable behavioral in lusion. This relation is established by
stepwise abstra tion: it is shown that Impl v I1 v I2 v I3 v Spe . The mentioned works onsider di erent
versions of Impl and I1 : The automaton I1 is obtained by abstra ting from the ommuni ation in Impl,
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I2 removes all timing information from I1 (in the dis rete time ase I1 = I2 ) and I3 , whi h is similar in
all works, further ontra ts the internal hoi es. To prove these in lusions, [Sto99, SV99b℄ introdu e spe ial
ases of the probabilisti simulation relations from [SL95, SV99b℄. The in lusion I2 v I3 is the step where
the main probabilisti analysis is arried out and only involves small automata.

[Sto99℄ As a starting point for further veri ation, [Sto99℄ des ribes a probabilisti ,
dis rete time model in the probabilisti I/O automata framework from [Seg95℄. The abstra tion to dis rete
time is justi ed by the observation that RC SLOW is about 2 times RC FAST and that the ommuni ation
delay is negligible ompared to the root ontention wait times.
The work [Sto99℄ studies the probabilisti behaviour in ombination with fairness and uses a ombination
of manual veri ation and model he king to establish the proto ol orre tness: the relations v are he ked
manually and the invariants and fairness properties needed to establish these in lusions are he ked with
SMV [M M93℄. An important on lusion from this veri ation e ort is that is quite easy to model the
proto ol in SMV and he k the desired properties, but the formal relationship between the I/O automaton
model and the derived SMV model, whi h is needed to infer that the properties that were he ked for the
SMV model also hold for the I/O automaton model, involves many te hni al details.
Dis rete time model

Real{time model [SV99b℄ To study the real{time behaviour, timing has been modeled more pre isely
in [SV99b℄, using the probabilisti timed I/O automaton from [Seg95℄. As in the dis rete time model, the
ommuni ation between the nodes is modeled as the transfer of pa kages (PN or CN). That is, single messages
whi h are sent only on e and, upon re eipt, removed from the wire. The analysis of this proto ol model has
been done manually, where the onstants r fast min , r fast max , r slow min , r slow max and delay
are treated as timing parameters. Two onstraints on these parameters are derived that ensure proto ol
orre tness:

delay < r fast min ;
(Eq0 )
(Eq2 )
2  delay < r slow min r fast max :
However, a do ument from the IEEE 1394 working group [LaF97℄ (found by the authors after publi ation
of their work) provides di erent timing onstraints:
2  delay < r fast min ;
(Eq1 )
2  delay < r slow min r fast max ;
(Eq2 )
showing that the model in [SV99b℄ does not onform to the IEEE standard. Neither of these onstraints are
present in the standards, but the root ontend wait times for the 1394 and 1394a standards meet all of them.
[SS01℄ A lose inspe tion of the IEEE do umentation yielded that it is inappropriate to
model the ommuni ation between the nodes by a pa ket me hanism as in [Sto99, SV99b℄. This is for two
reasons. First, it is ne essary to model the absen e of a message (IDLE) expli itly. Se ondly, signals, unlike
pa kages, may remain unseen by the re eiving node. The latter is the ase if a se ond signal (possibly IDLE)
arrives at the re eiving node's port, while the node has not sampled its port sin e the rst signal arrived. This
observation yielded the more a urate model in [SS01℄, where the pro esses ommuni ate via signals, that
is, where dis rete events represent hanges in the signals | the signals themselves are driven ontinuously
a ross the wire.
There is one (minor) point where the model in [SS01℄ does not onform to the IEEE standard: initially,
both nodes in this model dete t root ontention simultaneously, whereas one an infer from the standard
that any delay less than delay is allowed between the dete tion of root ontention by both nodes. When root
ontention reo urs, the model in [SS01℄ does, however, allow for exa tly this maximal delay between both
dete tions.
Sin e the probabilisti analysis of this model is very similar to the real{time model, [SS01℄ repla es the
probabilisti hoi e by nondeterminism and fo uses the timing parameters. The work established experimentally that the equations Eq1 and Eq2 from [LaF97℄ are ne essary and suÆ ient for orre t proto ol
operation. To do so, it used the model he ker Uppaal to analyse a large number of proto ol instan es with
di erent parameters values. Although not ompletely formal, these experiments provide good eviden e that
Eq1 and Eq2 are indeed the required onstraints. As it is the ase with SMV, it was not diÆ ult to model
Detailed model
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and analyse the proto ol in Uppaal, but the formal relationship between the I/O automaton model and the
Uppaal model involves many te hni al details.

3.2. Modeling RCP with E{LOTOS
Shankland et al. [Sha99, SV99a℄ present a formal des ription in E{LOTOS of the entire Tree
Identify Phase in IEEE 1394, in luding RCP. E{LOTOS is an enhan ement to the ISO standard formal
des ription te hnique LOTOS and extends LOTOS with time, a better modularity and more exible data
types. An advantage of E{LOTOS is its similarity with programming languages, making it easy to read for
engineers, see [MS00℄. The main purpose of this work is to investigate the usability of the new language
features of E{LOTOS; the experien e is positive. Sin e tools for E{LOTOS have not been developed yet, no
rigorous veri ation was arried out.
Although reated independently, the models [Sha99, SV99a℄ (their RCP parts) and [SV99b℄ are quite
similar and both do not ompletely omply to the standard. Ea h of these works models the ommuni ation
by a pa ket me hanism. Se ondly, in [Sha99, SV99a℄, a CN is sent immediately after a PN has been dete ted,
whereas the standard requires to wait at least the minimal root ontention time. It is said in [SV99a, MS00℄
that this has been done be ause he king for a message after the waiting time has been expired is not
expressible in E{LOTOS. If this is indeed the ase, then this would plead for an extension of E-LOTOS with
more expressive means.
Sin e no probabilisti hoi e is present in E{LOTOS, it is repla ed by nondeterminism, as in [SS01,
CS01, HRSV02℄. Furthermore, being integrated in the Tree Identify Phase, the nodes in [Sha99, SV99a℄
automati ally dete t root ontention asyn hronously, in less than delay time one after another, also in the
initial state. The latter is not the ase in [SS01℄.

E{LOTOS

4. Parametri

Model Che king of RCP

Given a parameterised system model A, a property  and an optional initial parameter onstraint C0 , the aim
of parametri model he king is to synthesise a parameter onstraint C1 whi h des ribes the exa t onditions
on the parameter values required for A to satisfy , where we may assume that the parameters meet C0 .
Formally, C1 is su h that C0 =) (A j=  () C1 ).
Although it is shown in [AHV93℄ that this problem is unde idable for linear parametri timed automata,
several parametri model he kers for these automata been developed, namely HyTe h [HHW97℄, LPMC
[LTA98℄, TReX [ABS01℄ and a parametri extension to Uppaal [HRSV02℄. Given the result in [AHV93℄,
termination of these tools is not guaranteed, but all of them have been su essfully applied to RCP. Another
pra ti al problem is that the generated onstraint C1 often omes out of the tool as a very long expression,
whi h an usually be simpli ed. Currently, the simpli ation has to be done by hand, be ause none of the
tools has a simpli ation pro edure.
Besides generating the onstraints for a property , parametri model he king an also be used to
establish that a given onstraint C is suÆ ient for  to hold in A. In that ase, one provides C as an initial
onstraint he ks that the generated onstraint C1 is true. Ne essity of C an be established by he king
that :C is suÆ ient for :. Although unde idable as well, he king parameter onstraints turns out to be
onsiderably more eÆ ient in pra ti e than generating them.
Sin e automati parameter analysis is hallenging enough, all the models below repla e the probabilisti
hoi e that governs the sele tion of random bits by a nondeterministi one.
Toetenel and his team ([BLdRT00, BST00℄) have used their parametri model he ker LPMC to
investigate the timing onstraints of RCP. The model in [BLdRT00℄ is based on to the one in [SV99b℄ and
[BST00℄ is similar to [SS01℄; the same timing onstraints are found. However, by designating a di erent initial
state, the model in [BST00℄ allows the nodes to dete t root ontention asyn hronously when the proto ol
starts. Thus, the model in [BST00℄ is { a ording to the author's urrent knowledge of the proto ol { the
only one that ompletely onforms to the standard. Furthermore, [BLdRT00, BST00℄ arry out the entire
veri ation with LPMC. This is unlike [SS01, HRSV02, CS01℄, where additional ma hinery is needed to deal
with liveness and probabilisti hoi e. Sin e LPMC is apable of analysing liveness properties, [BLdRT00,

LPMC
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BST00℄ simply repla ed the probabilisti hoi e with a fairness property. This is appropriate sin e only
fun tional behaviour is onsidered: the fairness property is implied by the probabilisti behaviour of the
proto ol.
Several safety and liveness properties are analysed; the most important ones being that eventually, one
leader is ele ted and that never two leaders are ele ted. However, only one or two the values are taken as
parameters: delay and (in some ases) r slow min r fast max ; the other values are onstants. Sin e the
time and memory onsumption in the veri ation was very modest, one might wonder why they did not
analyse a fully parametri model.
Parametri Uppaal The work [HRSV02℄ veri ed the models Impl in [SV99b℄ and [SS01℄ with a parametri
extension of the model he ker Uppaal, where all the ve timing onstants of RCP are treated as parameters.
It establishes the onstraints needed for the in lusion Impl v I1 and for the property that never two leaders
are ele ted. This was done both by parameter synthesis and by parameter he king. Parameter synthesis
is onsiderably more resour e onsuming than parameter he king. Furthermore, [HRSV02℄ develops and
applies a te hnique that, when he king suÆ ien y of a onstraint, allows ertain parameters to be eliminated,
while the results obtained hold for the fully parameterised model.
When he king the parameter onstraints, [HRSV02℄ gains serious speed ups by developing (and applying)
a parameter elimination te hnique. Due to the spe ial format of the RCP models, where ea h parameter in
RCP onstitutes either a lower bound or an upper bound on the timing delays, ertain parameters an be
eliminated, while the results hold for the fully parametri model.
The spe ial format of the automata modeling RCP allowed ertain parameters to be eliminated and still
to obtain general results, whi h gained serious speed ups.

Another parametri veri ation of RCP has been arried out by Collomb{Anni hini & Sighireanu
[CS01℄. Using their TReX tool [ABS01℄ as well as HyTe h, [CS01℄ analysed several variations of Impl,
in luding a model that allows for asyn hronous dete tion of root ontention in the initial state. It generated
the onstraints for the fa t that at most one leader is ele ted, the fa t that root ontention is resolved if
both nodes pi k di erent random bits; and it he ks the onstraints for the in lusion Impl v I1 . All 5 timing
onstants are taken as parameters and the same onstraints as in [SS01, HRSV02℄ are established.
TReX synthesises the onstraints for RCP automati ally. Sin e TReX overapproximates the onstraints
for whi h a property  does not hold (i.e. nds a ne essary onstraint for ), several runs of the tool with
di erent initial onstraints are needed to derive the exa t onstraints whi h needed for  to hold. In this
way, [CS01℄ derives the onstraints for several properties.
Furthermore, [CS01℄ establishes that Impl v I1 if the parameters meet the onstraints Eq1 and Eq2 .
Here, Eq1 and Eq2 are given as initial onstraints, not synthesised. The ability of TREX to dete t syn hronisation failures allows it to smoothly he k whether Impl v I1 , whereas [HRSV02℄ needs rather ompli ated
onstru tions on timed automata.
The performan e of TReX is worse, both in time and in spa e, than the parametri extension to Uppaal,
also in the ases where onstraints were he ked and not synthesised. This is explained by the fa t that
TReX is more general than Parametri Uppaal. In parti ular, it is able to deal with nonlinear onstraints,
whi h require more omplex omparison algorithms. Compared with HyTe h, TReX is slower, but HyTe h
was not able to synthesise the onstraints for RCP and ran out of memory on several ru ial properties,
whi h TReX ould handle su essfully.

TReX

All tools are able to analyse the onstraints for RCP and report the same results. Ea h of
the approa hes has its own weak and strong points { basi ally determined by the power of underlying tools:
LPMC is the only tool that an handle fairness, but analyses only 2 parameters; parametri Uppaal is
fast, TReX needs multiple runs of the tool to synthesise the onstraints, but does not need ompli ated
onstru tions on automata to he k in lusion of behaviour. Thus, one an expe t that a ombination of the
te hniques implemented in the various tools will yield further improvements.

Comparison

5. Performan e Analysis of RCP

Performan e analysis aims at a quantitative evaluation of a system. Interesting performan e measures for
RCP are the minimal probability to ele t a leader within a ertain time and the maximal average number of
5

rounds needed before a leader is ele ted. Traditionally, performan e analysis onsiders purely probabilisti
systems, that is, systems with dis rete and/or ontinuous probabilisti hoi es, but without nondeterminism.
If nondeterminism is present { su h as in RCP { then most performan e measures are no longer expressible as
a single number, but yield an interval, sin e the performan e of the system may depend on the resolution of
the nondeterminism. Thus, we an ompute the minimal 1 probability for RCP to ele t a leader in 5 rounds,
but not the or the average probability to hoose a leader in 5 rounds.
Several performan e analysis methods have been extended for systems with nondeterminism, for instan e
[LSS94, BA95, Alf97, M I99, KNSS01℄, where only [KNSS01℄ has been implemented. The papers [BA95,
Alf97, M I99℄ onsider nite systems that asso iate to ea h state a number expressing the ost of being in
that state. Sin e its real-time behaviour makes RCP an in nite state system these works annot be applied
dire tly here. In fa t, only [LSS94, KNSS01℄ are dire tly appli able.
Hen e, the approa h taken by [D'A99℄ and [FS01℄ is to rst remove the nondeterminism, respe tively
repla ing it by a probabilisti and a deterministi hoi e, and then to apply te hniques from traditional
performan e analysis. The works [KNS02℄ and [DKN02℄, whi h apply te hniques from [KNSS01℄, are one of
the few that take up the hallenge of doing performan e analysis in the presen e of nondeterminism.
Spades D'Argenio [D'A99℄ investigates the performan e of RCP using a dis rete event simulator for
(Spades). is a sto hasti pro ess algebra whi h allows one to spe ify timing delays governed by arbitrary
probability distributions. Dis rete event simulation is similar to testing in the sense that many runs from
a system are taken, for whi h the performan e measures are then omputed. However, sin e all hoi es are
probabilisti , one an exa tly quantify the a ura y of the simulation | whi h is high if very many runs are
taken.
The proto ol model is based on [SV99b℄. Although the standard spe i es timing delays to be taken
nondeterministi ally within their respe tive intervals, [D'A99℄ assumes a uniform distribution for the root
ontention times and {distribution for the ommuni ation delay. Sin e te hniques and tools for doing
performan e analysis in the presen e of nondeterminism and real{time hardly existed when [D'A99℄ was
written, resolving the nondeterministi hoi es by probabilisti ones was the best one ould do. The analysis
shows that, in most of the ases, root ontention is resolved in one round of the proto ol. It also reveals that
both the average time until root ontention is resolved and its varian e grow approximately linearly with
the able length.
Deadline properties Kwiatkowska, Norman and Sproston [KNS02℄ and Daws, Kwiatkowska and Norman
[DKN02℄ study deadline properties of RCP. Given a deadline of d ns, they ompute the minimal probability
that RCP ele ts a leader within that deadline, for di erent values of d. Su h deadline properties an be
veri ed automati ally by the tool Prism [dAKN+ 00, KNP02℄ for systems modeled as nite Markov de ision
pro esses (MDPs).
The models analysed in [KNS02℄ are Impl and I1 from [SS01℄, augmented with probabilities 21 for the
out omes of the oin ips. Sin e Impl and I1 in lude real{time, these do not fall into the lass of MDPs.
Three te hniques are used to translate I1 into a nite MDP: the rst uses the forward rea hability method
from [KNSS01℄ implemented in HyTe h; the se ond partitions the state spa e of I1 a ording to the region
equivalen e as in [AD94℄; and the last one interprets I1 in integer semanti s, whi h yields in this ase a
model that is equivalent to the standard real semanti s, but whi h is nite. The resulting MDPs were then
given as input to Prism and all yield (upon termination) the same minimal probability for ele ting a leader
within the hoose deadlines. Sin e Impl v I1 , we know that the minimal probability to ele t a leader within
deadline d for I1 is a lower bound for the minimal probability for Impl to do so. This needs not be the exa t
probability, sin e it is not known whether I1 v Impl { probably so, but a rm result would be useful here.
The model Impl was analysed using integer semanti s only, whi h was the most eÆ ient te hnique for
the analysis of I1 . Sin e the state spa e of the generated MDP grows with the deadline d, smaller deadlines
an be analysed for Impl than for the smaller automaton I1 . The minimal probabilities for Impl are the
same as for I1 , thus suggesting that I1 v Impl indeed.
The work [DKN02℄ takes a similar approa h and analyses the model I1 using Kronos and Prism. First,
Kronos is used to onstru t the symboli forward rea hability graph, whi h is then fed into Prism to analyse

1 Sin e these intervals an be open, half-open or losed, we should, in general, onsider in ma and suprema. It is not diÆ ult
to show that for the performan e measures of RCP mentioned below the minima and maxima exist.
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the deadline properties. The analysis with Kronos and Prism is onsiderably more eÆ ient in time and spa e
than the analysis with HyTe h and Prism; the same results are found. Furthermore, [DKN02℄ studies the
in uen e of using a biased oin. As mentioned in [Sto01℄, a urious property of the proto ol is that the both
the maximal and the minimal probability to ele t a leader before a deadline an be slightly in reased by
in reasing the probability for a node to sele t fast timing. This is be ause, although the proto ol will need
more rounds to ele t a leader, the time per round in lower when both nodes sele t fast timing. It turns out
that, for deadlines of 6000 and 10000 ns, the optimal maximal probability is rea hed when the probability
to sele t fast timing is approximately 0.6.
A third investigation of the performan e of RCP has been arried out by Fidge & Shankland [FS01℄
using pGCL (probabilisti guarded ommand language). The language pGCL [MM99℄ is a probabilisti
extension of Dijkstra's GCL where pre{ and post ondition predi ates no longer yield booleans, but values
in [0; 1℄ representing probabilities.
The model analysed in [FS01℄ is a high{level des ription of the proto ol in whi h neither nondeterminism
nor real-time is present. Instead, root ontention always reo urs when two nodes pi k the same random
bits. When omputing the worst ase performan e, this abstra tion is appropriate, but a formal proof to
justify this would be valuable.
Using pGLC proof rules, [FS01℄ establishes that the probability to terminate in M rounds of the proto ol
equals 1 (p2 + (1 p)2 )M = 1 (1 2p + 2  p2 )M , where p is the probability to sele t fast timing. Sin e
ea h round is bounded by r slow max ( ommuni ation delays are negle ted), the probability to terminate
within a deadline M  r fast max is at least 1 (1 2p + 2  p2 )M . These lower bounds are stri tly smaller
than the exa t ones derived by [KNS02℄. This an be explained by the fa t that, if both nodes sele t fast
timing, then a round is bounded by r fast max , rather than by r slow max . However, [FS01℄ present an
easy to ompute symboli expression, whereas the tool [KNS02℄ omputes exa t bounds for xed deadline.
Besides RCP, [FS01℄ also provides a pGCL analysis of the Tree Identify Phase.
pGCL

Several interesting performan e aspe ts of RCP remain to be investigated, su h as the minimal
and maximal average number of rounds and the minimal and maximal average time before a leader is ele ted.
The works [D'A99, KNS02, FS01, DKN02℄ provide a good starting point here.
A useful fa t for eÆ ien y reasons, whi h has been su essfully exploited in [KNS02℄, is that the implementation relation v mentioned above preserves many relevant performan e measures (namely those that
an be expressed by tra es). In other words, if A v B then A does not perform worse than B with respe t
to those measures. If we also have B v A, then A and B satisfy exa tly the same performan e measures.
Moreover, we remark that the minimal and maximal average number of rounds an be omputed easily
with the methods by [BA95, Alf97℄ on the automaton I3 , be ause we an abstra t from the exa t timing
delays. However, no te hniques exist yet for al ulation of bounds on the average time before a leader is
ele ted, so an extension of the results by [BA95, Alf97℄ to probabilisti timed automata would be useful here.

Future work

6. Con lusion

From the papers [Sha99, SV99a, BLdRT00, BST00, CS01, D'A99, KNS02, FS01℄ and our own experien es
with verifying the IEEE 1394 Root Contention proto ol, we on lude the following.
The veri ation of RCP shows again that onstru ting a realisti proto ol model is far from easy: Industrial standards are often informal, in omplete and diÆ ult to read for nonexperts. Thus, errors in a proto ol
model arise easily due to misinterpretations and misunderstandings. Moreover, it is usually unavoidable to
abstra t from ertain details in the standard, but it is hard to judge whether these abstra tions are appropriate. In RCP, it turned out to be inappropriate to model the ommuni ation delay between the nodes
by a pa ket me hanism. Sin e other ase studies veri ed parts of the Tree Identify Phase using a pa ket
me hanism as well, it would be worthwhile to investigate to what extent this is appropriate there.
Furthermore, for maximal pro t from tool support, it would be desirable to have more translations
available between di erent formalisms and input languages of tools. If one wants to analyse a model spe i ed
in a ertain formalism, with a tool having a di erent input formalism, then the rst formalism has to
be en oded into the se ond. These en odings, though not very diÆ ult, involve a lot of te hni al details
due to di erent languages having di erent syn hronisation prin iples, fairness assumptions, priorities, et .
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{
safety, liveness
safety, beh. in l.
safety, beh. in l
perf. prop.
deadline prop.
deadline prop.
perf. prop.
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sim.rel, m
sim.rel
sim.rel, m
{
pm
pm
pm
DE
prm
prm
WPE al ulus

tool
manual, SMV
manual
Uppaal
{
LPMC
TReX, HyTe h
Pa-Uppaal
DES
HyTe h + Prism
Kronos + Prism
manual

Fig. 1. Overview of methods. Abbreviations: formalism PIOA = probabilisti I/O automata, PTIOA = probabilisti timed
I/O automata, LPTA = linear parametri timed automata, PTA = probabilisti timed automata, aspe ts pr = probability, nd
= nondetermina y, pm = parameters, f = fairness, properties beh. in l = behavioural in lusion (v ), perf. prop. = performan e
properties, deadline prop. = deadline properties, te hnique m = model he king, pm = parametri model he king, prm
= probabilisti model he king, DE = dis rete event simulation, WPE al ulus = weakest pre-expe tation al ulus, tools
Pa-Uppaal = parametri extension of Uppaal, DES = dis rete event simulator for Spades.

Automating the translations between formalisms ould be a hieved easily and would save a onsiderable
amount of veri ation e ort.
Finally, it would be interesting to know why the IEEE standard has hosen this parti ular leader ele tion
algorithm, rather than the more obvious method: ea h node ips a oin and sends the out ome to the other
party, until two di erent out omes arise. The latter pro edure seems to be faster and, importantly, does
not depend on timing onstraints. This is relevant as the timing onstraints Eq1 and Eq2 require the the
ontention times to in rease when longer ables are used to onne t the nodes (see also [LaF97℄). Hen e, the
urrent values of RC FAST and RC SLOW limit the type of appli ations for the 1394 serial bus. Exa tly
for this reason, alternative root ontention proto ols are investigated by the IEEE 1394 working groups
([LaF97℄).
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